Abstract. Motivated by classical facts concerning closed manifolds, we introduce a strong finiteness property in K-homology. We say that a C -algebra has uniformly summable K-homology if all its K-homology classes can be represented by Fredholm modules which are finitely summable over the same dense subalgebra, and with the same degree of summability. We show that two types of C -algebras associated to hyperbolic groups -the C -crossed product for the boundary action, and the reduced group C -algebra -have uniformly summable K-homology. We provide explicit summability degrees, as well as explicit finitely summable representatives for the K-homology classes.
Introduction
A Fredholm module over a unital C -algebra A consists of a representation W A ! B.H / of A on a Hilbert space, and an operator T 2 B.H /, which in the even case is an essential unitary and in the odd case an essential projection, and which in both cases is required to essentially commute with the representation: OE .a/; T 2 K.H / for all a 2 A. The definition of Fredholm module was motivated by elliptic operator theory: if M is a smooth, compact manifold, then any zero-order elliptic pseudodifferential operator T on sections L 2 .E/ of a bundle over M , determines a Fredholm module with the obvious representation of C.M / on L 2 .E/ by multiplication. Since elliptic operators induce maps on K-theory by an index theoretic construction, this led Atiyah, and subsequently Kasparov, to describe the K-homology of a C -algebra A as equivalence classes of Fredholm modules over A.
Connes' early work on cyclic cohomology, the noncommutative analogue of de Rham theory, and on the noncommutative Chern character, a map from K-homology to cyclic theory, suggested the importance of the finite summability condition on a Fredholm module that OE .a/; T 2 L p .H / for dense a 2 A;
where L p .H / is the Schatten ideal of p-summable compact operators. Connes showed how to associate a canonical cyclic cocycle, the so-called character, to a finitely summable Fredholm
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module, and how to use the character for computing the index pairing between the K-theory of A and the K-homology class of the Fredholm module. This is just one aspect of a larger landscape, that of quantized calculus [7, Chapter IV], depending on finite summability.
Examples of finitely summable Fredholm modules over C -algebras are thus of considerable interest in noncommutative geometry, and by this stage there have been numerous constructions of them, but one can state a theorem about their existence in the classical situation, using elliptic operator theory and Poincaré duality. If M is a closed manifold, then M has Poincaré duality with its tangent bundle. This implies that every K-homology class for M is represented by a pseudodifferential operator of order zero. Classical spectral estimates for pseudodifferential operators imply that the singular values of commutators OEf; T , where f is a smooth function and T is pseudodifferential, satisfy the asymptotic law s n D O.n 1= dim M /. It follows from this that every K-homology class for M is represented by a Fredholm module which is p-summable over C 1 .M / for each p > dim M . The moral is that the K-homology of a closed manifold exhibits finiteness, in the sense that all K-homology classes can be represented by finitely summable Fredholm modules, in a strong form: both the smooth subalgebra and the degree of summability may be taken uniform across all K-homology classes.
The main focus of the present article is on noncommutative manifestations of this strong finiteness phenomenon. We say that a C -algebra has uniformly summable K-homology if all its K-homology classes can be represented by Fredholm modules which are finitely summable over the same smooth subalgebra, and with the same degree of summability.
Theorem A. Let be a regular, torsion-free hyperbolic group. Let denote its boundary. Then the crossed-product C -algebra C. / Ì has uniformly summable K-homology.
The summability degree is the Hausdorff dimension of the boundary, more precisely a suitable interpretation thereof, and it is obtained by analytic means from the -invariant Hölder structure of the boundary. The same structure is responsible for the smooth subalgebra.
Fredholm modules for the crossed-product C -algebra C. / Ì restrict to Fredholm modules for the reduced group C -algebra C r , preserving summability. However, additional effort and new ingredients are needed in order to represent all the K-homology classes of C r . Our main result in this direction, Theorem 1.5 below, is somewhat technical due to certain issues connected with the Baum-Connes conjecture. At this point, we merely quote the following concrete consequence.
Theorem B. Let be one of the following: a finitely generated free group, a torsion-free cocompact lattice in SO.n; 1/ or SU.n; 1/, a torsion-free C 0 .1=6/ small-cancellation group with one more generator than relators.
Then the reduced group C -algebra C r has uniformly summable K-homology over the group algebra C.
Hyperbolicity, in the sense of Gromov, is a coarse notion of negative curvature. A hyperbolic space is a geodesic metric space all of whose geodesic triangles are uniformly thin. A group is said to be hyperbolic if it admits a geometric -that is, isometric, proper, and cocompact -action on a hyperbolic space. Fundamental examples of hyperbolic groups are finitely generated free groups, cocompact lattices in SO.n; 1/, SU.n; 1/, or Sp.n; 1/ ("classical hyperbolic groups"), as well as C 0 .1=6/ small-cancellation groups. Throughout this paper, hyperbolic groups are assumed to be non-elementary, meaning that we discard the virtually cyclic groups.
The boundary of a hyperbolic group is a compact Hausdorff space carrying a natural action of by homeomorphisms. Our standing assumption that is non-elementary translates into having uncountably many points. For instance, the boundary of a free group is a Cantor set, and the boundary of a classical hyperbolic group is a sphere. The -action on is topologically amenable [1] . This means that the C -algebra C. / Ì is nuclear, and that the full and the reduced crossed products coincide [3] . The boundary compactification D [ carries a -action as well, and it is a coarse compactification -in the sense that a ball of uniform size in becomes small in the topology of the compact space when translated out to the boundary. The action of on the boundary is minimal and exhibits a north-south dynamics, making the C -algebra crossed-product C. / Ì simple and purely infinite [2, 30] . If is a free group, then C. / Ì is canonically a Cuntz-Krieger algebra with transition matrix simply coding that a generator cannot be followed by its inverse. If is a surface group, D 1 .M / where M is a closed surface of genus at least 2, then is the 1-sphere S 1 and the groupoid Ë is strongly Morita equivalent to the holonomy groupoid of the canonical foliation of Q M S 1 by the projections to Q M S 1 of copies of Q M . The K-theory of the boundary crossed-product C. / Ì has been investigated in [11] . The main result of this reference is a Gysin sequence for boundary actions which computes the map on K-theory induced by the inclusion i W C r ! C. / Ì . Its K-homology version is described in this article, and it plays an important role in our results. Another K-theoretic feature of C. / Ì is that it exhibits Poincaré self-duality: the K-theory and the K-homology of C. / Ì are isomorphic with a parity shift [10] . The isomorphism is implemented by a cup-cap product map \W K .C. / Ì / ! K C1 .C. / Ì / with a suitable class 2 K 1 ..C. / Ì /˝.C. / Ì //. For the purposes of this paper, the important feature of Poincaré self-duality is the surjectivity of \, which leads to an explicit description of the K-homology of C. / Ì as a function of its K-theory. The proof of Poincaré duality given in [10] requires to be torsion-free, and its boundary to admit a continuous self-map without any fixed points. This technical condition on the boundary is the regularity assumption in Theorem A. We do not know of any hyperbolic group which fails to be regular.
Our rank-1 results in Theorem B are in stark contrast to the higher rank situation. As shown by Puschnigg [36] , no non-trivial K-homology class for the reduced C -algebra of a higher rank lattice can be represented by a Fredholm module which is finitely summable over the group algebra. This very opposite behaviour with respect to K-homological finiteness is reminiscent of the following sharp distinction between rank-1 lattices and higher rank lattices, also involving a notion of finite summability. Every hyperbolic group admits a proper isometric action on an L p -space for large enough p > 1 (see [35, 42] ), but every isometric action of a higher rank lattice on an L p -space, p > 1, fixes a point (see [4] ).
It should be noted that, despite our strong finiteness results at the level of Fredholm modules (i.e., bounded K-cycles), neither the boundary crossed-product C. / Ì nor the reduced C -algebra C r support any finitely summable spectral triples (i.e., unbounded K-cycles). For C. / Ì this is due to the lack of a trace [6, Theorem 8] , whereas for C r the reason is the non-amenability of (see [6, Theorem 19] , [7, Theorem 1 in Section IV. 9 .˛].
The present work expands, and supersedes, our preprint [14] .
Other results. Lott [31] employed elliptic operator methods to construct K-homology cycles, some of which are finitely summable, for the crossed-product C -algebra arising from the action of a subgroup of SO.n; 1/ on its limit set. Lott's constructions are not obviously related to ours.
Rave [37] proved that AF C -algebras have, in the terminology of this paper, uniformly summable K-homology. Incidentally, [37] also contains a good account of the fact that the commutative C -algebra C.M / of a closed manifold M has uniformly summable K-homology.
Very recently, Goffeng and Mesland [16] have addressed the issue of uniform summability for K-homology in the case of Cuntz-Krieger C -algebras. This is a family which bears some analogies to the boundary C -crossed products considered herein. In [16] it is shown, among other things, that the odd K-homology of a Cuntz-Krieger C -algebra is uniformly summable.
Outline
We describe our results and our approach in more detail. Let us start with a conceptual clarification of what exactly is the boundary of a hyperbolic group. Having fixed a (non-elementary) hyperbolic group , by a geometric model for we mean a hyperbolic space on which acts geometrically. Some groups come with ready-made geometric models, e.g., for a cocompact lattice in SO.n; 1/ the n-dimensional real hyperbolic space H n is such a space. Otherwise, a geometric model can be manufactured as the Cayley graph with respect to a finite generating set -for instance, free groups admit regular trees as geometric models. The important point is that boundaries of geometric models for are -equivariantly homeomorphic. Thus, the boundary of should be understood as the boundary of any geometric model for .
Let X be a geometric model for , so X is a topological avatar of the boundary of . There is a natural collection of visual metrics on X , all assigning a finite Hausdorff dimension to X. The visual dimension of the boundary, denoted visdim X, is the infimal Hausdorff dimension over the family of visual metrics. In particular, the visual dimension is at least as large as the topological dimension. The Hausdorff measures defined by visual metrics are comparable, in the sense that they are within constant multiples of each other. This prompts us to define a visual probability measure on X as a Borel probability measure which is comparable with some (equivalently, each) Hausdorff measure defined by a visual metric.
Consider now the crossed product C. X / Ì , a C -avatar of C. / Ì . Endowing X with a visual probability measure , we obtain a faithful representation of C. X / on L 2 . X; / by multiplication. This induces, in turn, a faithful representation , the left regular representation with respect to , of C. X / Ì on`2.; L 2 . X; //. We also let P`2 be the projection onto`2, regarded as constant functions on X .
The basic idea for our construction of Fredholm modules, and the relationship to Poincaré self-duality for C. / Ì begins with the following result. Theorem 1.1 (Basic K-cycle). The pair . ; P`2 / is an odd Fredholm module over C. / Ì . Moreover, . ; P`2 / is p-summable for every p > max¹2; visdim X º, and it represents the Poincaré dual \ OE1 2 K 1 .C. / Ì / of the unit class OE1 2 K 0 .C. / Ì /.
A certain compatibility between the constructions going into Theorem 1.1 and the Poincaré duality of [10] implies that one can "twist" the basic K-cycle above with projections or unitaries in C. / Ì in a certain way, generalizing Theorem 1.1 to cover arbitrary K-homology classes -leading to the following essential fact about K-homology classes for C. / Ì . Theorem 1.2 (Twisted K-cycles). Let be regular and torsion-free. Then the following statements hold.
Every class in K 1 .C. / Ì / is represented by an odd Fredholm module of the form . ; P`2
op .e/P`2 /, where e is a projection in C. / Ì . Moreover, the projection e 2 C. / Ì can be chosen so that the Fredholm module is p-summable for every p > max¹2; visdim Xº.
Every class in K 0 .C. / Ì / is represented by a balanced even Fredholm module of the form . ; P`2 op .u/P`2 C .1 P`2 //, where u is a unitary in C. / Ì . Moreover, the unitary u 2 C. / Ì can be chosen so that the Fredholm module is p-summable for every p > max¹2; visdim X º.
Here op is the right regular representation of C. X / Ì on`2.; L 2 . X; //, the conjugate of by an appropriate self-adjoint unitary J W C. X / Ì ! C. X / Ì . While all projections and all unitaries in C. / Ì yield Fredholm modules as above, one needs to restrict to a suitable smooth subalgebra in order to get finite summability. For each p, the twisted K-cycles are p-summable over one and the same dense -subalgebra, the algebraic crossed-product Lip. X; d / Ì alg , where d is a visual metric on X of Hausdorff dimension at most p. We thus obtain Theorem A, in the following more precise form. Theorem 1.3 (Uniform summability). Let be regular and torsion-free. Then the K-homology of C. / Ì is uniformly p-summable for every p > max¹2; visdim X º.
We now turn to the K-homology of the reduced C -algebra C r . Here issues related to the Baum-Connes conjecture mean that, in general, our methods only yield results about the " -part" of the K-homology of C r . The key tool is the following Gysin sequence, which computes the restriction map i W K .C. / Ì / ! K .C r / on K-homology induced by the inclusion iW C r ! C. / Ì . This sequence is the K-homology version of the one in [11] , which computes the map i W K .C r / ! K .C. / Ì / induced by i on K-theory. Theorem 1.4 (Gysin sequence for K-homology). Assume that is torsion-free. Let 2 KK 0 .C; C/ be the -element for , and K .C r / the corresponding summand of the K-homology of C r . Then there is an exact sequence
where Eul is the map Eul.a/ D ./index.a/OEpnt 2 K 0 .B/, and where index is the ordinary Fredholm index map KK .C; C/ ! Z, OEpnt the K-homology class of a point.
We note that the torsion assumption could be dropped, at the expense of elaborating the sequence in the way that was done in [11] . The Gysin sequence, combined with Theorem 1.2, yields the following. Theorem 1.5 (Twisted K-cycles over the reduced C -algebra). Let be regular and torsion-free. Then the following statements hold.
Every class in the -part K 1 .C r / of the odd K-homology of C r is represented by an odd Fredholm module of the form . ; P`2
op .e/P`2 /, where e is a projection in C. / Ì . Moreover, the projection e 2 C. / Ì can be chosen so that the Fredholm module is p-summable over C for every p > max¹2; visdim Xº.
If ./ D 0, then every class in the -part K 0 .C r / is represented by a balanced even Fredholm module of the form . ; P`2 op .u/P`2 /, where u is a unitary in C. / Ì .
Moreover, the unitary u 2 C. / Ì can be chosen so that the Fredholm module is p-summable over C for every p > max¹2; visdim Xº.
If ./ ¤ 0 and if r 2 K 0 .C r / is a reduced -element, then every class in the -part K 0 .C r / is, up to an integral multiple of r , represented by a balanced even Fredholm module as above.
Here denotes, as usual, the regular representation of . A "reduced" -element is roughly the same as a -element (a class in K 0 .C / which factors in a certain way), but one which is defined over C r rather than C .
We do not know whether, in general, there exists a reduced -element with a finitely summable representative, for general hyperbolic groups. We also do not know whether, in general, the -element acts as the identity on K .C r /. But for the class of a-T-menable groups we do know, thanks to Higson-Kasparov [18] , that D 1. Specializing Theorem 1.5 to this class, we obtain: Theorem 1.6 (Uniform summability for a-T-menable groups). Let be regular, torsionfree, and a-T-menable. Then the odd K-homology K 1 .C r / is uniformly p-summable over C for every p > max¹2; visdim Xº. If ./ D 0, then the even K-homology K 0 .C r / is uniformly p-summable over C for every p > max¹2; visdim X º. If the -element r 2 K 0 .C r / can be represented by a p. r /-summable Fredholm module over C, then the even K-homology K 0 .C r / is uniformly p-summable over C for every p > max¹2; visdim X; p. r /º.
A-T-menable hyperbolic groups include finitely generated free groups, cocompact lattices in SO.n; 1/ and SU.n; 1/, and C 0 .1=6/ small-cancellation groups -the latter by [41] . Applying the previous theorem to each one of these classes, we obtain the following consequences. Corollary 1.7. Let be a finitely generated free group. Then the K-homology of C r is uniformly p-summable over C for every p > 2. Corollary 1.8. If is a torsion-free cocompact lattice in SO.n; 1/, then the K-homology of C r is uniformly n C -summable over C when n 3, respectively p-summable over C for every p > 2, when n D 2. If is a torsion-free cocompact lattice in SU.n; 1/, then the K-homology of C r is uniformly .2n/ C -summable over C.
These two corollaries rely on the existence of finitely summable representatives for the -element, due to Julg-Valette [21] in the free group case, Kasparov [25] in the SO.n; 1/ case, respectively Julg-Kasparov [20] in the SU.n; 1/ case. For small-cancellation groups, the outcome is less satisfactory. We have to apply the vanishing Euler characteristic criterion of Theorem 1.6, as we are lacking information on the finite summability of the -element, and we also do not have an explicit formula for the visual dimension. Corollary 1.9. Let be a torsion-free group given by a C 0 .1=6/ presentation hS j Ri. Then the odd K-homology K 1 .C r / is uniformly summable over C, and the same is true for the even K-homology K 0 .C r / provided that jS j jRj D 1.
Further problems. Our work calls attention to the following questions. The first two have already been mentioned.
Let be a hyperbolic group. Does there exist a finitely summable representative for a reduced -element r 2 K 0 .C r /?
Let be a hyperbolic group. Does act as the identity on the K-homology of C r ?
Let be a hyperbolic group. Is the K-homology of C r uniformly summable over C?
We conjecture the answer to the first problem to be positive for fundamental groups of compact, negatively curved manifolds. It is quite plausible for the answer to be positive in general. Note that our results cover the case when ./ D 0.
The second problem may well have a negative answer. Positive solutions to the first two problems also settle the third. But it is entirely possible that the third problem can be attacked from a different perspective.
2. Preliminaries on K-homology 2.1. Fredholm modules and K-homology. We recall some definitions, while fixing notations along the way. For further details, we refer to Connes [7, Chapter IV] and HigsonRoe [19, Chapter 8] .
Let A be a unital C -algebra. As usual, B.H / and K.H / denote the bounded operators, respectively the ideal of compact operators on a (separable) Hilbert space H . Fredholm modules are the cycles in Kasparov's K-homology groups, and for that reason they are also called K-cycles. Here is an outline of the odd case, leading to the odd K-homology group K 1 .A/. The equivalence relation defined by Kasparov on odd Fredholm modules is generated by unitary equivalence, operator homotopy, and addition of degenerates. Unitary equivalence has the obvious meaning. Two Fredholm modules . ; P 0 / and . ; P 1 / are operator homotopic if there is a norm-continuous path of essential projections .P t / t 2OE0;1 such that . ; P t / is a Fredholm module at all times t 2 OE0; 1. Thus, the representation is fixed throughout an operator homotopy. A Fredholm module . ; P / is degenerate if P is a projection which commutes with the representation . Under direct summation of K-homology classes, K 1 .A/ is an abelian group. Modulo essentially the same equivalence relation as in the odd case, even Fredholm modules up to equivalence are the classes in the even K-homology group K 0 .A/. Every class in K 0 .A/ can be represented by a balanced even Fredholm module.
Finitely summable Fredholm modules.
The singular values ¹s n .T /º n 1 of a compact operator T 2 K.H / are the eigenvalues of jT j, arranged in non-increasing order and repeated according to their multiplicity. The compactness of T means that s n .T / ! 0. For p 1, the Schatten ideals L p .H / and L pC .H / are defined as follows:
(Actually, the definition of L 1C .H / is slightly different, and it will not be used in this paper.) The notion of p C -summable Fredholm module is defined analogously. We note that p-summability implies p C -summability, which in turn implies q-summability for all q > p.
The property that every K-homology class is representable by a finitely summable Fredholm module could be deemed as K-homological finiteness. Even sharper would be to require that finite summability can be achieved in a uniform way throughout the K-homology classes. Such a uniformity could be imposed on the degree of summability, or on the summability subalgebra, or both. We propose the following definition. Definition 2.3. The K-homology of a C -algebra A is uniformly p-summable (over A) if there is a dense subalgebra A of A such that every K-homology class of A can be represented by a Fredholm module which is p-summable over A.
There is an obvious variation for p C -summability. The motivating example for this strong notion of K-homological finiteness is the following: the K-homology of the commutative C*-algebra C.M /, where M is a smooth closed manifold, is uniformly .dim M / C -summable over the smooth subalgebra C 1 .M /.
The basic K-cycle
Throughout this section, G is a discrete countable group acting by homeomorphisms on a compact metrizable space X. To avoid trivialities, we assume that X is not a singleton. We consider the reduced crossed-product C.X / Ì r G associated to the topological dynamics G Õ X.
3.1. Left regular representation, G -expectation and G -deviation. Let be a Borel probability measure on X which has full support, meaning that non-empty open subsets have positive measure, and it is G-quasi-invariant, i.e., the action of G preserves the measure class of . We do not assume to be G-invariant, in fact a highly non-invariant will turn out to be the most interesting case for our purposes.
The faithful representation of C.X / on L 2 .X; / by multiplication induces a faithful representation of C.X / Ì r G on`2.G; L 2 .X; //, the left regular representation with respect to . In fact, the C -algebra C.X / Ì r G can be defined as the norm completion of the algebraic crossed-product C.X / Ì alg G in the regular representation . Concretely, is given as follows:
where 2 C.X /, g 2 G, and
holds. On the probability space .X; /, momentarily devoid of the G-action, there are two important numerical characteristics attached to a continuous functions on X: the expectation and the standard deviation. Namely, for 2 C.X / we put
When we bring in the G-action, we are led to consider the following dynamical counterparts.
Definition 3.1. The G-expectation and the G-deviation of 2 C.X / with respect to are the functions E W G ! C and W G ! OE0; 1/ given as follows:
An explicit, and useful, formula for the G-deviation is
As an illustration of the dynamical expectation for a non-trivial group action, consider the case of a group G Â SU.1; 1/ acting by linear fractional transformations on the unit circle S 1 D ¹ 2 C W j j D 1º. With respect to the normalized Lebesgue measure, E .g/ is the value of the Poisson transform of on the unit disk at the point g.0/.
Definition 3.2. We say that has
2`pG for all in a dense subalgebra of C.X /.
3.2. The basic K-cycle. We may view`2G as the constant-coefficient subspace of 2 .G; L 2 .X; //. The corresponding projection P`2 G is given by coefficient-wise integration:
We are interested in the event that . ; P`2 G / is a Fredholm module -or, even better, a summable one -for C.X / Ì r G. When this happens, we refer to . ; P`2 G / as the basic K-cycle associated to . The Fredholmness and the summability of . ; P`2 G / can be conveniently expressed in terms of the decay of the G-deviation. First, we record a general observation regarding Fredholmness and summability in the odd case. Lemma 3.3. Let A be a unital C -algebra, let W A ! B.H / be a representation, and let P be a projection in B.H /. Denote by s.a/ WD P .a/P the corresponding compression. Then . ; P / is a Fredholm module for A if and only if p s.jaj 2 / js.a/j 2 2 K.H / for all a 2 A. Furthermore, . ; P / is p-summable over a dense -subalgebra A Â A if and only if
Proof. Let ….a/ D .1 P / .a/P ; this is the lower left corner of the 2-by-2 matrix defined by the decomposition of with respect to P . Using the relations Proposition 3.4. The pair . ; P`2 G / is a Fredholm module if and only if the measure has C 0 -deviation. If has`p-deviation, then . ; P`2 G / is a p-summable Fredholm module; for p 2, the converse holds.
Proof. The projection P`2 G compresses the space restriction j C.X / to multiplication by the G-expectation on`2G:
for all 2 C.X /. Hence for s . / WD P`2 G . /P`2 G we have
By the proof of Lemma 3.3, has C 0 -deviation if and only if OE . /; P`2 G is compact for all 2 C.X /. As P`2 G commutes with the group restriction j G , the latter condition is equivalent to having OE .a/; P`2 G compact for all a 2 C.X / Ì alg G, which is equivalent to . ; P`2 G / being Fredholm.
The summable analogue is argued in a similar way. For sufficiency, assume that the measure has`p-deviation. Then there is a G-invariant, dense -subalgebra A.X / Â C.X / such that 2`pG for all 2 A.X /. As above, we deduce that OE .a/; P`2 G is a p-summable operator for all a 2 A.X / Ì alg G. Thus . ; P`2 G / is p-summable.
For the converse, we bring in another expectation, namely the bounded linear map
for all h 2 G and a 2 C.X / Ì r G. Indeed, using along the way the fact that …. g 2 / …. g 1 / is a multiplication operator on`2G, we have
Now assume that . ; P`2 G / is a p-summable Fredholm module for C.X / Ì r G. Then ….a/ is a p-summable operator for all a in a dense subalgebra A of C.X / Ì r G. For p 2, the p-summability of ….a/ implies the p-summability of ¹k….a/ Ã k 2 º Ã2I for any orthonormal system . Ã / Ã2I (see [38, Theorem 1.18] ). In particular, ¹k….a/ı h k 2 º h2G is p-summable, so .E.a// 2`pG by (3.3). Thus, we have shown that 2`pG for all 2 E.A/. It follows that ¹ 2 C.X / W 2`pGº, which is always a subalgebra of C.X /, is dense. We conclude that has`p-deviation.
At the current level of generality, we cannot address the question whether . ; P`2 G /, when a Fredholm module, is homologically non-trivial or not. It is, however, clear that it is non-degenerate, given our assumptions that X is not a singleton and is fully-supported.
3.3. C 0 -deviation and the convergence property. Let Prob.X / denote the space of Borel probability measures on X, and equip Prob.X / with the weak convergence induced by C.X /: by definition,
The space Prob.X / is compact. In particular, push-forwards of by elements of G must accumulate. We make the following definition.
Definition 3.5. The probability measure is said to have the convergence property if the accumulation points of the G-orbit G Â Prob.X / are all point measures.
We think of the convergence property for a probability measure as a measurable analogue of an established notion in topological dynamics, that of a convergence group action. Let us recall the definition, originally due to Gehring and Martin for the case of group actions on spheres or closed balls, and then subsequently extended by Tukia, Freden, Bowditch to the general case of group actions on compact metrizable spaces. The action of G on X is said to be a convergence action if the following holds: for each sequence .g n / Â G with g n ! 1, there is a subsequence .g n i / with attracting and repelling points x C ; x 2 X in the sense that g n i z ! x C uniformly outside neighbourhoods of x . See, for instance, [23, Section 5] for further details and references.
We note the following simple fact.
Proposition 3.6. Let G Õ X be a convergence action. If points in X are -negligible, then has the convergence property.
Proof. Let .g n / converge in Prob.X /, where g n ! 1 in G. Without loss of generality .g n / has attracting and repelling points x C ; x 2 X. We claim that .g n / ! ı x C . Indeed, let 2 C.X /. Then g 1 n : converges pointwise to the constant function .x C / on X ¹x º. As x is -negligible, we get
by Lebesgue's dominated convergence theorem.
The convergence property is relevant for our discussion, in light of the following characterization.
Proposition 3.7. The probability measure has C 0 -deviation if and only if it has the convergence property.
Proof. Assume that has C 0 -deviation, and let 2 Prob.X / be the limit of a sequence .g n / with g n ! 1 in G. For each 2 C.X / we have, on the one hand, that .g n / converges to 0, and on the other hand that .g n / converges to the standard deviation of with respect to . Therefore,
for all 2 C.X /. This continues to hold throughout L 2 .X; /, by the density of C.X / in L 2 .X; / -Borel probability measures on compact metrizable spaces are automatically Radon. Taking characteristic functions of measurable sets, we see that is ¹0; 1º-valued. But the only ¹0; 1º-valued Borel probability measures on X are the point measures: choosing a compatible metric on X, there exists a sequence of full-measure balls with radius converging to 0, hence a point having full measure. The converse implication is left to the reader.
In Section 6 we will show that suitable measures on the boundary of a Gromov hyperbolic group have the convergence property with respect to the boundary action of the group (which is a convergence action.) 3.4. Double ergodicity and`p-deviation. We address the condition p 2, encountered in Proposition 3.4. Namely, we show that double ergodicity of is an obstruction to having`p-deviation with p Ä 2.
is ergodic for the diagonal action of G on X X, and X has no isolated points, then a function 2 C.X / with G 2`2G must be constant. In particular, if has`p-deviation, then p > 2.
Proof. Arguing by contradiction, we assume that 2 C.X / is a non-constant function with the property that 2`2G. By (3.1), we have k k
By ergodicity, S is a.e. constant, say S.x; y/ D C for almost all .x; y/ 2 X X. There exists c > 0 such that the open subset V D ¹.x; y/ W j .x/ .y/j > cº Â X X is non-empty. As X X has no isolated points, for each positive integer N there exist disjoint, non-empty open subsets U 1 ; : : : ; U N Â V . Using again the ergodicity assumption, we have that each G U i D S g2G gU i is either negligible or of full measure. Since non-empty open subsets of X X have positive measure, the latter alternative must occur. It follows that
Thus, for each i we have some g i 2 G such that .g i x; g i y/ 2 U i . Now the elements g i are distinct since the sets U i are disjoint, and j .g i x/
.
As N is arbitrary, this is a contradiction.
Further properties of the basic K-cycle
We now investigate the behaviour of the basic K-cycle under two operations: changing the measure , respectively passing to a finite-index subgroup of G. We keep the notations of the previous section.
Comparable measures.
The pair . ; P`2 G / is constructed in reference to the measure , which is not part of the given topological setting. Nevertheless, its relevant features -Fredholmness, degree of summability, K-homology class -are canonical over the measure class of . The suitable equivalence here is the following: a Borel probability measure 0 on X is said to be comparable to if 0 , in the sense that C 1 Ä 0 Ä C 2 for some positive constants C 1 and C 2 . Clearly, comparability is finer than the usual equivalence of measures which, we recall, means that each measure is absolutely continuous with respect to the other. Formula (3.1) shows that comparable measures have comparable G-deviations, hence the following: Proposition 4.1. Let ; 0 be comparable probability measures. Then . ; P`2 G / is a Fredholm module if and only if . 0 ; P`2 G / is a Fredholm module. For p 2, . ; P`2 G / is p-summable if and only if . 0 ; P`2 G / is p-summable.
Most importantly, basic K-cycles associated to comparable measures define one and the same homology class: Proposition 4.2. Let ; 0 be comparable probability measures having C 0 -deviation. Then the Fredholm modules . ; P`2 G / and . 0 ; P`2 G / are K-homologous.
Proof. Let D d 0 =d be the Radon-Nikodym derivative, so is essentially bounded from above and from below by the comparability constants of and 0 . First, we have a unitary
which intertwines the corresponding regular representations of C.X / Ì r G, U 0 U D . We may therefore exchange . 0 ; P
U /, where the notation P 0 2 G is used in order to emphasize the dependence on 0 . We now claim that the Fredholm modules . ; UP 0 2 G U / and . ; P`2 G / are operator homotopic. Note that
and that
is a projection, namely the projection of`2.G;
since M.Á/ and M. N Á/ commute with , so . ; P .Á// is a Fredholm module. On the other hand, we have
this follows from the fact that for all 2 L 2 .X; /, 
4.2. Finite-index subgroups. Let H Ä G be a subgroup. Restriction of representations from C.X/ Ì r G to C.X / Ì r H takes Fredholm modules for C.X / Ì r G to Fredholm modules for C.X/ Ì r H , and it defines a natural homomorphism of abelian groups
Assume that has C 0 -deviation. On the one hand, restricting . G ; P`2 G / yields a Fredholm module for C.X / Ì r H . On the other hand, we can form the Fredholm module . H ; P`2 H / for C.X/ Ì r H . The homological relation between these two Fredholm modules for C.X / Ì r H is particularly simple in the case when H has finite index in G.
Assume that has C 0 -deviation, and that ¹g º g2G forms a family of mutually comparable measures. If H is a finite-index subgroup of G, then resOE.
Proof. Put n D OEG W H , and pick a transversal t 1 ; : : : ; t n for the right H -cosets. The coset decomposition`2.G; 
implements an equivalence between . t ; P`2 .H t / / and .R t t R t ; P`2 H /. The representation R t t R t on`2.H; L 2 .X; // is given by
for 2 C.X / and h 0 2 H . Next, the unitary 
Preliminaries on boundaries of hyperbolic spaces
This section is devoted to the metric-measure structure on the boundary of a hyperbolic space in the sense of Gromov [17] . In Section 5.1 we recall some basic facts on hyperbolic spaces and their boundaries. In Section 5.2 we focus on the family of visual metrics, and their induced Hausdorff measures, on the boundary of a hyperbolic space. The content of these two subsections is, to a large extent, standard [15] , [40, Section 5] . In Section 5.3 we discuss geometric group actions, and their boundary effect. We describe results of Coornaert [8] providing remarkable finiteness properties for the visual metric-measure structure. In Section 5.4 we introduce a suitable notion of "Hausdorff dimension" for the boundary.
5.1. The boundary of a hyperbolic space. Let .X; d / be a proper geodesic space. The Gromov product of x; y 2 X with respect to o 2 X is defined by the formula
Definition 5.1 (Gromov) . The space X is hyperbolic if there exists a constant ı 0 such that, for all x; y; z; o 2 X , we have
Let X be a hyperbolic space, and fix a basepoint o 2 X. A sequence .x i / Â X converges to infinity if .x i ; x j / o ! 1 as i; j ! 1. Two sequences .x i / and .y i / converging to infinity are asymptotic if .x i ; y i / o ! 1 as i ! 1. The asymptotic relation is an equivalence on sequences converging to infinity. Both convergence to infinity, and the asymptotic relation, are independent of the chosen basepoint o 2 X. The boundary of X, denoted X, is the set of asymptotic classes of sequences converging to infinity. A sequence .x i / Â X converges to 2 X if .x i / converges to infinity, and the asymptotic class of .x i / is . The Gromov product on X X is defined as follows:
Similarly, the Gromov product on X X is defined by setting
and we have
5.2. Visual metrics. Equipped with a canonical topology defined in terms of the Gromov product, the boundary X is compact and metrizable (see [15, Chapter 7, Section 2] ). But the metric structure on X, which is of great importance in this paper, is a more subtle issue. This definition is independent of the chosen basepoint o 2 X, and every visual metric determines the canonical topology on X. If d is a visual metric, then so is d˛ for any 2 .0; 1; consequently, if is a visual parameter, then so is any 0 2 .0; . for all x 2 X and ; 0 2 X.
The small range for visual parameters is neither optimal, nor particularly natural, and we have to consider the entire "cone" of visual metrics on X. Statements about visual metrics on X are sometimes proved by first dealing with visual parameters in the small range, and then extended by scaling (Fact 5.3).
Geometric group actions.
Underlying the following definition is the fundamental fact that hyperbolicity is invariant under quasi-isometries.
Definition 5.5 (Gromov) . A group is hyperbolic if it acts geometrically, that is to say isometrically, properly and cocompactly, on a hyperbolic space.
We refer to a space carrying a geometric action of a hyperbolic group as a geometric model for . For example, Cayley graphs of with respect to various finite generating sets are geometric models for . There could be, however, more natural geometric models for a given hyperbolic group, e.g., for a surface group of genus at least 2 the natural geometric model is the standard hyperbolic plane. Geometric models for have -equivariantly homeomorphic boundaries, and each one of them is a topological realization of . Now let X be a hyperbolic space admitting a geometric action of a (hyperbolic) group . In what follows, we assume that is non-elementary, that is, is neither finite, nor virtually infinite cyclic. In terms of the space X, the non-elementary hypothesis on means that X is infinite as a set.
The action of on X extends to the boundary X. The boundary action is a convergence action, in the sense of Section 3.3. We also have .
The two formulas give two interpretations of the exponent, namely critical exponent as well as growth exponent. As the notation e X already suggests, the definition is independent of the basepoint o 2 X and of the group acting geometrically on X.
The Patterson-Sullivan theory developed by Coornaert in [8] plays a crucial role in understanding the growth of -orbits in X, and the Hausdorff dimensions and measures associated to visual metrics on X . The following hold. In particular, X has finite mass under the Hausdorff measure defined by a visual metric. This allows for the following definition.
Definition 5.9. A visual probability measure on X is a Borel probability measure satisfying for some (equivalently, each) Hausdorff measure defined by a visual metric d .
Visual dimension.
In general, there is no canonical choice of metric on the boundary X of a hyperbolic space X. So the notion of Hausdorff dimension for the boundary has to be understood relative to a family of admissible metrics. For visual metrics, one obtains the following notion of dimension.
Definition 5.10. The visual dimension of X, denoted visdim X, is the infimal Hausdorff dimension of . X; d / as d runs over the visual metrics on X.
Clearly visdim X topdim X, as the topological dimension of a metric space is at most the Hausdorff dimension with respect to a compatible metric. A more appropriate comparison term for the visual dimension is that of conformal dimension. The following chain of inequalities holds:
The conformal dimension of X is a notion of metric dimension which only depends on the quasi-isometry type of X. It resolves the metric ambiguity at the boundary by taking all possible metrics which are equivalent to a visual metric in a suitable sense. The original definition, due to Pansu, uses quasi-conformal equivalence; more recently, the closely related quasi-Möbius equivalence seems to be favoured. Then confdim X is defined as the infimal Hausdorff dimension of . X; d / as d runs over all metrics which are equivalent to a visual metric. See [23, Section 14] . From a measure-theoretic point of view, the equivalence relation used for defining the conformal dimension is too loose. For hyperbolic spaces admitting geometric group actions, the notion of Ahlfors conformal dimension strikes a compromise by restricting the equivalence relation to Ahlfors regular metrics. Namely, A-confdim X is defined as the infimal Hausdorff dimension of . X; d / as d runs over all Ahlfors regular metrics on X which are quasi-Möbius equivalent to a visual metric. The Ahlfors conformal dimension is a key concept for much of the current work on boundaries of hyperbolic spaces from the perspective of analysis on metric spaces [28] .
We illustrate Definition 5.10 on the following important examples.
Example 5.11. Let T be a regular tree of degree at least 3. Topologically, the boundary T is a Cantor set. The Gromov product . ; / o on T extends canonically and continuously to T , and exp. . ; / o / is an ultrametric on T . Each > 0 is a visual parameter, so we have visdim T D 0.
Example 5.12. The boundary of the standard hyperbolic space H n , where n 2, is the sphere S n 1 . The usual spherical metric is a visual metric with visual parameter D 1. In fact, D 1 is the largest possible visual parameter. Indeed, the Lipschitz functions with respect to a visual metric are dense in C.S n 1 /. On the other hand, they are the -Hölder functions with respect to the spherical metric, being the visual parameter. Now observe that, on a geodesic metric space, only the constant functions are -Hölder for > 1. Thus visdim H n D n 1, the Hausdorff dimension with respect to the spherical metric.
More generally, let us consider the (non-compact) rank-1 symmetric spaces. These are the real, complex, quaternionic, or octonionic hyperbolic spaces H n K , where n 2 respectively n D 2 in the exceptional octonionic case. Put k D dim R K 2 ¹1; 2; 4; 8º. Topologically, the boundary H 
The notion of visual dimension for a hyperbolic space can be taken a step further. Namely, one could define a visual dimension for a hyperbolic group as the infimal visual dimension of X , where X runs over the (isometry classes of) geometric models for . Our results are, in fact, most conveniently expressed in terms of such a visual dimension for the group.
The basic K-cycle for boundary actions of hyperbolic groups
In this section, we realize the paradigm of Section 3 in the case of a hyperbolic group acting on its boundary. First, some standing notations for the rest of the paper. The main characters are as follows:
is a non-elementary hyperbolic group, X is a hyperbolic space on which acts geometrically, i.e., a geometric model for , is a visual probability measure on X.
In order to be able to do geometric analysis on the boundary, we also fix d a visual metric on X, and we denote by D the Hausdorff dimension of . X; d /.
Lemma 6.1. Let o 2 X be a basepoint. Then there exists C 0 > 0 such that, for all g 2 , we have
If D > 2, then there exists C > 0 such that, for all g 2 , we have
The proof is deferred to the end of the section. The important part is the second estimate; the purpose of the first part is to show that we are getting the correct asymptotics. Theorem 6.2. The pair . ; P`2 / is a Fredholm module for C. X / Ì which is D C -summable when D > 2, respectively p-summable for every p > 2 when D Ä 2. The summability holds over the dense -subalgebra Lip. X; d / Ì alg , where Lip. X; d / is the -invariant algebra of Lipschitz functions on X.
Proof. We first prove the claim in the case when D > 2. Using formula (3.1), we have
for all 2 Lip. X; d /. It follows from Lemma 6.1 that there exists C > 0 such that
for all 2 Lip. X; d / and g 2 . Let T denote the multiplication by g 7 ! exp. d.o; go//, viewed as an operator on`2. We claim that T 2 L D C .`2/. Once we know this, it follows that multiplication by is in L D C .`2/ for all 2 Lip. X; d /, and the proof of Proposition 3.4 shows that .
; P`2 / is a D C -summable Fredholm module. In order to prove our claim that s n .T / D O.n 1=D /, we first control a subsequence of singular values for T . Let m k denote the size of the "ball" ¹g 2 W d.o; go/ Ä kº; thus m k exp.e X k/ by Fact 5.7. We have
For an arbitrary positive integer n, let k be such that m k C 1 Ä n Ä m kC1 C 1. Then
for some constant C 2 independent of n and k. The claim is proved for D > 2. Now assume D Ä 2, and let p > 2. Let˛2 .0; 1 so that D =˛, which is the Hausdorff dimension of . X; d˛ /, satisfies p > D =˛> 2. By the previous part of the proof, we know that . ; P`2 / is .D =˛/ C -summable over Lip. X; d˛ / Ì alg . As Lip. X; d / is contained in Lip. X; d˛ /, we conclude that . ; P`2 / is p-summable over Lip. X; d / Ì alg .
In Theorem 6.2, the summability of the basic K-cycle . ; P`2 / always occurs above 2. We do not know whether this phenomenon is due to some structural obstruction. There is, however, an obstruction to our method of controlling summability by the decay of the -deviation, and this is the fact that visual probability measures are doubly ergodic [22] . Indeed, by Proposition 3.8 the -deviation has to decay faster than`2 in the presence of double ergodicity.
We may optimize Theorem 6.2 by varying the visual metric. Our notion of visual dimension is in fact tailored for this very purpose. Corollary 6.3. The Fredholm module . ; P`2 / is p-summable for every p greater than max¹2; visdim Xº. Furthermore, . ; P`2 / is .visdim X / C -summable provided that visdim X is attained and greater than 2. Now let us return to Lemma 6.1, whose proof we have postponed.
Proof of Lemma 6.1. The first estimate is straightforward. As in (5.3), we have that
for some c 1 > 0, which implies that
The second, conditional estimate is more involved. First, we assume that the visual parameter is in the small visual range and that d is a visual metric enjoying the properties listed in Fact 5.4. We let˛> 0, and we show the following: if D > 2˛, then there exists C > 0 such that for all g 2 we have
Let ; 0 2 X . Observe that .2), we obtain that
Thus there is C 1 > 0 such that
for all g 2 and ; 0 2 X. It follows that
and our next goal is to show that the integral on the right-hand side is bounded above independently of g 2 . At this point, the technical advantage of using in the small visual range becomes apparent: the function d .g 1 o; / is Lipschitz, in particular measurable, on X. For each positive integer k we put
(Although we will not need this fact, we remark that d .g 1 o; / is bounded below by a constant multiple of exp. d.o; go//, so the set k is in fact empty for k d.o; go/.) From the hyperbolic inequality . ; 0 / o min¹.g 1 o; / o ; .g 1 o; 0 / o º ı, where ; 0 2 X , we deduce that there is C 2 0 such that
0 /f or all ; 0 2 X . This inequality implies that diam. k / Ä e C 2 exp. k/. It now follows from Fact 5.8 that there exists C 3 > 0, independent of k, such that
Using this diameter bound, we immediately get the desired integral estimate:
exp..2˛ e X /k/ and the latter series converges since D D e X = > 2˛by assumption. Now let be an arbitrary visual parameter. Pick 0 in the small visual range, and let d 0 be a corresponding visual metric. By Fact 5.3, we have
According to the lemma's hypothesis, hdim. X; d 0 / D . = 0 / hdim. X; d / is greater than 2 = 0 . Hence the previous part of the proof shows that the right-hand side is bounded above by a constant multiple of exp.
For the sake of conciseness, we adopt the following for the rest of the paper.
Notation. We write D > -summable to meań D C -summable when D > 2; p-summable for every p > 2 when D Ä 2:
The boundary extension
All the basic K-cycles coming from visual probability measures on X are K-homologous, by Proposition 4.2. The purpose of this section is to describe the K 1 -class of a basic K-cycle as the class of a certain canonical extension of C. X / Ì by the compact operators on`2. This extension encodes the compactification of obtained by attaching the boundary X.
Let D [ X be the compactification of by the boundary of the geometric model X. By definition, g ! ! 2 X in if go ! ! in X for some (equivalently, each) base point o 2 X. From the exact sequence of -C -algebras 0 ! C 0 ./ ! C./ ! C. X / ! 0 we obtain an exact sequence of C -crossed products by :
Each C -algebra in (7.1) is nuclear; in particular, the full and the reduced crossed products agree. The faithful representation of C./ on`2 by multiplication induces a faithful representation W C./ Ì ! B.`2/, which restricts to the standard isomorphism between the ideal term C 0 ./ Ì and the compact operators K.`2/. Thus (7.1) defines a class in the Brown-Douglas-Fillmore group Ext.C. / Ì /. The nuclearity of C. / Ì implies that Ext.C. / Ì / and K 1 .C. / Ì / are isomorphic. The map Ext ! K 1 is given by the Stinespring construction, which dilates a completely positive map to an odd Fredholm module.
The compactification of , hence the exact sequence (7.1) as well, is defined in reference to the chosen geometric model X . However, and this is an important point, the boundaries of two geometric models for are -equivariantly homeomorphic. It follows that, up to isomorphism of extensions, the exact sequence (7.1) is independent of the chosen geometric model X.
Definition 7.1. The boundary extension class OE 2 Ext.C. / Ì / is the class defined by the extension (7.1).
We will show that the Fredholm module . ; P`2 / represents OE . The initial ingredient is the following lemma, which should be compared with Proposition 3.6 and its proof.
Proof. Fix 2 C. X /. We havě
and we show that the right-hand integral converges to 0 as g ! ! in . Let t > 0, and let d be a visual metric on X with parameter in the small visual range so that Fact 5.4 applies. The uniform continuity of provides us with some R > 0 such that j . / . 0 /j < t whenever d . ; 0 / < R. The set
is measurable, since 7 ! d .g ; !/ is continuous. We write In terms of the -expectation, Lemma 7.2 can be interpreted as follows: if g ! ! 2 X in , then E .g/ ! .!/ for all 2 C. X /. This means that we may extend continuous maps on the boundary X to continuous maps on the compactification by gluing a map to its -expectation. Namely, for 2 C. X / we define E 2 C./ by E D´ on X ;
We view EW C. X / ! C./ as a -equivariant, completely positive section for the quotient map C./ C. X / given by restriction. We immediately obtain a completely positive section for the quotient map C./ Ì C. X / Ì .
Then s extends to a completely positive section for the quotient map C./Ì C. X /Ì. Consequently, . ; P`2 / is a Fredholm module representing the boundary extension class OE .
Proof. Recall that W C./ Ì ! B.`2/ is the representation induced by the multiplication representation of C./ on`2. We claim that s .a/ D P`2 .a/P`2 (7.2) for all a 2 C. X / Ì alg . Indeed, for 2 C. X / and g 2 we have s . g/ D .E / .g/ D .P`2 . /P`2 /.P`2 .g/P`2 / D P`2 . g/P`2 by using (3.2), and the fact that j commutes with P`2 . Since is faithful, and therefore isometric, (7.2) implies that s extends by continuity to a completely positive section for the quotient map C./ Ì C. X / Ì . The Stinespring dilation s D P`2 P`2 precisely means that . ; P`2 / represents OE . 
Indeed, the comparability condition required in the statement of Proposition 4.3 is satisfied in our setting. Since acts by Lipschitz maps on X for any choice of visual metric d , the corresponding Hausdorff measure satisfies g for all g 2 ; the same will then hold for any visual probability measure on X .
Poincaré duality and twisted K-cycles
8.1. Poincaré duality. Poincaré duality for C. / Ì , proved in [10] , plays an essential role in this paper. The proof from [10] , though most likely not Poincaré duality itself, needs the following mild symmetry condition on the boundary. Definition 8.1. A hyperbolic group is regular if its boundary admits a continuous selfmap without fixed-points. Regularity in the above sense is satisfied whenever the boundary is a topological sphere, a Cantor set or a Menger compactum. We are not aware of any example where regularity fails. The "topologically rigid" hyperbolic groups of Kapovich and Kleiner [24] come close, though, for their boundaries admit no self-homeomorphisms without fixed points (but regularity does not require a homeomorphism, merely a map).
Poincaré duality is defined by a cup-cap procedure explained in [10] . A C -algebra is Poincaré self-dual in this sense if there are two "fundamental classes", 2 KK 1 .A˝A; C/; b 2 KK 1 .C; A˝A/;
satisfying certain equations which we do not specify here (the zig-zag equations of the theory of adjoint functors). Given as above, a "Poincaré duality" map is defined by
or in other words, by composing in KK, the morphisms x˝1 A 2 KK .A; A˝A/ with the class 2 KK 1 .A˝A; C/, to get a morphism in KK C1 .A; C/ D K C1 .A/.
For C. / Ì , such fundamental classes and b are constructed in [10] , and, using the Baum-Connes machinery, it is shown that \ is an isomorphism when is regular and torsion-free. The inverse isomorphism comes from b
. The class is defined as an extension, i.e., as a cycle for the Brown-Douglas-Fillmore group Ext..C. / Ì /˝.C. / Ì /; C/, whose Busby invariant is as follows. First let
be the Busby invariant of the extension (7.1). Thus is the integrated form of the covariant pair associated to the regular representation W ! B.`2/ followed by the quotient map B ! B=K, and the map 7 ! M. Q / followed by the quotient map, where Q is an extension of 2 C. / to a continuous function on .
where J is the symmetry
Note that s op W C. / Ì ! J C./ Ì J B.l 2 / defined by s op .a/ WD Js.a/J is a completely positive splitting of op . As proved in [10] , and op commute so they combine to give a unital -homomorphism
The class is by definition the pre-image of this extension under the canonical map
which is an isomorphism since .C. / Ì /˝.C. / Ì / is nuclear. However, a cycle in KK 1 representing is difficult to describe because we do not know of a concrete completely positive splitting of the extension defining .
Nevertheless, we show that the ideas of the previous sections can be used to compute the Poincaré duality map \ in explicit terms. Lemma 8.2. Let e 2 C. / Ì be a projection. Then the Poincaré dual \ OEe of the class OEe 2 K 0 .C. / Ì / is the class in
of the extension with Busby invariant
Let u 2 C. / Ì be a unitary, and let
denote the composition of the usual inclusion of C 0 .R/ Š C 0 .S 1 ¹1º/ into C.S 1 /, functional calculus for u. Then the Poincaré dual \ OEu of the class OEu 2 K 1 .C. / Ì / is the class in KK 1 .C 0 .R/˝C. / Ì ; C/ of the extension of C 0 .R/˝C. / Ì by K.`2/ whose Busby invariant is
Proof. Both assertions follow from the functoriality of the Kasparov and BrownDouglas-Fillmore theories. We prove the first assertion, concerning projections. The second one, concerning unitaries, is proved similarly. If e is a projection in C. / Ì , then we have OEe D e .OE1/, where e W K .C/ Š Z ! K .C. /Ì/ is the -homomorphism induced by e, and the element
is represented by the -homomorphism e˝1 C. /Ì , and composing with amounts to composing the Busby invariant for and the -homomorphism e˝1. By the definitions and the fact that op .e/ is a projection in the Calkin algebra commuting with .a/ for all a, this yields e .
Note that the boundary extension class OE 2 K 1 .C. / Ì / is the Poincaré dual of the unit class OE1 C. /Ì 2 K 0 .C. / Ì /. On the other hand, the K-theory Gysin sequence of [11] shows that the order of OE1 C. /Ì in K 0 .C. / Ì / is determined by the Euler characteristic of . Consequently: We may pass from torsion-free to virtually torsion-free groups, and establish a version of Proposition 8.3 for this much larger class, by using Proposition 7.4. The rational Euler characteristic of a virtually torsion-free group is defined by the formula ./ D .ƒ/=OE W ƒ, where ƒ is any torsion-free subgroup of finite index. 
The assumption of virtual torsion-freeness is a very mild one. A long-standing open problem asks whether all hyperbolic groups are virtually torsion-free.
Twisted K-cycles.
We now show how to compute \ in terms of certain canonical Fredholm modules obtained by "twisting" the basic K-cycle . ; P`2 /.
The right regular representation op of C. X / Ì on`2.; L 2 . X; // is given as follows:
The right and the left regular representations do not commute, but they do satisfy
for all ; 0 2 C. X / and g; g 0 2 .
The symmetry J on`2 has an obvious extension J˝id to`2.; L 2 . X; //, and, using the same notation for this extension, we have
Since s splits , the image in the Calkin algebra of P`2 .a/P`2 D s.a/ is .a/. Similarly, P`2 op .a/P`2 D s op .a/, and its image in the Calkin algebra is op .a/. Hence
Theorem 8.5. Let be regular and torsion-free. Then the following hold.
Every class in K 1 .C. / Ì / is represented by an odd Fredholm module of the form . ; P`2 op .e/P`2 /, where e is a projection in C. / Ì .
Every class in K 0 .C. / Ì / is represented by a balanced even Fredholm module of the form . ; P`2 op .u/P`2 C .1 P`2 //, where u is a unitary in C. / Ì .
Proof. Let Q e WD P`2 op .e/P`2 . By the discussion preceding the theorem, we have Q e D op .e/ mod compact operators. Hence Q e is a self-adjoint, essential projection. Furthermore, the commutator OE .a/; Q e is compact for all a 2 C. / Ì . For mod compacts we have
This shows that . ; Q e / is a Fredholm module. The map KK 1 to Ext sends its class to the extension with Busby invariant a 7 ! Q e .a/Q e mod K and this equals e .a/ WD op .e/ .a/ op .e/:
Hence . ; Q e / represents OE e .a/, which equals \ OEe by Lemma 8.2. The second assertion is proved by combining the same observations with Bott periodicity, see [10, Lemma 2] .
We are implicitly using the fact that all the K-theory classes of a unital, simple and purely infinite C -algebra can be represented by non-zero projections, respectively unitaries of the C -algebra [9] .
Summability of the twisted K-cycles
In this section we prove the following theorem. If is a finitely generated free group, then the K-homology of C. /Ì is uniformly p-summable for every p > 2. If is a torsion-free cocompact lattice in SO.n; 1/, then the K-homology of C.S n 1 / Ì is uniformly .n 1/ C -summable when n 4, respectively uniformly p-summable for every p > 2 when n D 2; 3. If is a torsion-free cocompact lattice in SU.n; 1/, then the K-homology of C.S 2n 1 / Ì is uniformly .2n/ C -summable. If is a torsion-free cocompact lattice in Sp.n; 1/, then the K-homology of C.S 4n 1 / Ì is uniformly .4n C 2/ C -summable.
To prove Theorem 9.1, we start with an integral estimate. Lemma 9.3. Let o 2 X be a basepoint, and assume that D > 2. Then there exists C > 0 such that, for all g; h 2 , we have
Proof. The proof is similar to that of Lemma 6.1. First, we assume that the parameter is in the small visual range and we let˛> 0. We claim the following: if D > 2˛, then there exists C > 0 such that for all g; h 2 we have 
Hence, there is C 1 0 such that, for all 2 X , we have
Recall from the proof of Lemma 6.1 that
independently of g 2 . By the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, it follows that
independently of g; h 2 . Now (9.2) and (9.3) yield (9.1).
The remainder of the proof goes just like the last step in the proof of Lemma 6.1. Let be an arbitrary visual parameter, let 0 be in the small visual range, and let d 0 be a visual metric as in Fact 5.4. We have 
so, by Lemma 9.3, there exists a constant C > 0 such that
Finally, we recall from the proof of Theorem 6.2 that multiplication by
Theorem 9.5. There is a smooth subalgebra A Â C. X / Ì , containing the algebraic crossed-product Lip. X; d / Ì alg , such that the odd, respectively even, Fredholm modules
op .e/P`2 /; e projection in A;
. ; P`2 op .u/P`2 C .1 P`2 //; u unitary in A are D > -summable Fredholm modules over Lip. X; d / Ì alg .
We recall that a subalgebra A of a C -algebra A is said to be smooth if it is dense and stable under holomorphic calculus. Then the projections of A are dense in the projections of A, and the unitaries of A are dense in the unitaries of A. In particular, the K-theory classes of A can be represented by projections, respectively unitaries, from A. In light of this fact, Theorem 9.1 follows by combining Theorem 9.5 and Theorem 8.5.
Proof of Theorem 9.1. To fix ideas, let us assume that D > 2. Consider the -subalgebra
Then A contains Lip. X; d / Ì alg , by Lemma 9.4, in particular A is dense in C. X / Ì . To see that A is stable under holomorphic calculus, consider for a moment the subalgebra
orresponding to a fixed b 2 Lip. X; d / Ì alg . Then A b is stable under holomorphic calculus in C. X/ Ì , therefore the same holds true for A, the intersection of the family of subalgebras
Next, we prove the summability claim. Note first that
Then also OE op .a/; P`2 2 L D C for all a 2 A. It follows that P`2 op .e/P`2 is a projection mod L D C whenever e 2 A is a projection, and that P`2 op .u/P`2 C.1 P`2 / is a unitary mod L D C whenever u 2 A is a unitary. By definition, if a 2 A, then the commutator OE .a/; P`2 op .b/P`2 is D C -summable for every b 2 Lip. X; d / Ì alg . As already hinted in the proof of Lemma 9.4, the summability of the above commutators is in fact symmetric in a and b. Indeed, using the fact that OE .a/; P`2 2 L D C for all a 2 A, we may write
Observe that the right-hand side commutators are conjugate by the symmetry J . This shows that, if b 2 Lip. X; d / Ì alg , the commutator OE .b/; P`2 op .a/P`2 is D C -summable for every a 2 A. We conclude that the indicated Fredholm modules are D C -summable over Lip. X; d / Ì alg .
The K-homology Gysin sequence for boundary actions
In this section, we attack the problem of proving that the reduced C*-algebra of a hyperbolic group has uniformly summable K-homology. This involves some tools from KK-theory. We start by summarizing the basic facts we will need about " -elements" and the Dirac dual-Dirac method. The -element is defined contingent on the existence of a proper -C -algebra P and classes Á 2 KK .C; P / and D 2 KK .C; P / such that D˝C Á D 1 P 2 KK .P; P /, as the idempotent Á˝P D 2 KK .C; C/. The existence of a -element is not guaranteed for arbitrary discrete groups, but a group can have at most one -element, as one can argue without difficulty. The existence issue involves the existence of Á, called the dual-Dirac morphism: it can be shown (see [33] and [12] ) that for any , there exist proper P and a morphism D 2 KK .P; C/ (the Dirac morphism) such that existence of Á is equivalent to a coarse geometric condition on the group, namely, that the "coarse co-assembly map" for is an isomorphism (the coarse co-assembly map is described in [12] ). The coarse co-assembly map is, however, an isomorphism for all hyperbolic groups, and more generally, for groups which uniformly embed in a Hilbert space, so all such groups have -elements. The first explicit construction of them in the case of hyperbolic groups is due to Kasparov and Skandalis [27] . It is not true that D 1 2 KK 0 .C; C/ for general hyperbolic groups, 1 being the class 1 WD OE 2 KK 0 .C; C/ of the trivial representation W C ! C. An argument of Skandalis [39] even gives examples where j r . / 6 D 1 C r 2 KK 0 .C r ; C r /.
For cocompact lattices in SO.n; 1/ or SU.n; 1/, or free groups, D 1 is true due to results of Kasparov [25] , and Kasparov and Julg [20] . These groups are also known to be a-T-menable, so D 1 follows from the Higson-Kasparov theorem (see [18] ) as well.
For our purposes, we are mostly concerned about whether acts as the identity on various KK-groups, especially K .C r /. When is hyperbolic, recent work of Lafforgue and others [29, 34] shows that does act as the identity on the K-theory of C r , but nothing seems to be known at present about the case of K-homology.
The point of the -part, is that it is the "topologically accessible" part of the K-homology, in the sense of the following theorem which is essentially due to Kasparov. See [12, Theorem 23] and [33, Theorem 7 .1].
Lemma 10.1 (Kasparov) . Let be a discrete group with a -element and E its classifying space for proper actions. Then the canonical inflation map of [26] 
is an isomorphism from the -part of KK .A; B/ onto its target.
In the lemma, RKK .EI A; B/ is the -equivariant representable K-theory of E. If A D B D C and GnE is compact, then it agrees with the ordinary K-theory of C 0 .E/ Ì , and if in addition G is torsion-free, then it is isomorphic to K .nE/ -see [13] for information on equivariant representable K-theory.
Finally, we remind the reader that since a Gromov hyperbolic group acts amenably on its boundary, acts as the identity on KK .C. /˝A; B/ for any A; B. (The Dirac dual-Dirac method gives a KK -equivalence between C. / and a proper -C -algebra, while acts as the identity on any KK .P; B/-group when P is proper, by properties of -see [33] .) 10.2. The -element regarded as a K-homology class for C r . Let W C ! C r be the projection from the maximal group C -algebra to the reduced group C -algebra, and let us call any element r 2 K 0 .C r / such that
Proposition 10.3. The map W K .C r / ! K .C / Š KK .C; C/ induces an isomorphism between the -parts of these two rings. In particular, if has a -element, then it has a reduced -element.
The (or any such) element r as in the proposition will play a role in the "Gysin sequence" developed in the next subsection.
Proof. We produce a map K .C / ! K .C r / inverting as follows. We first recall that the standard identification KK .A; C/ ! KK .A Ì ; C/, coming from the fact that the groups have the same cycles when is discrete, can be expressed in terms the "descent" construction and the trivial representation of the group in the following way: it is the composition of the descent map
In particular, the image of under the isomorphism with KK 0 .C ; C/ D K 0 .C / is j. /˝C OE . With these formalities aside, we next factor the -element, or rather, its image in KK 0 .C ; C/ as follows. Let Á 2 KK .C; P / be the dual-Dirac morphism, and let D 2 KK .P; C/ be the Dirac morphism for . 
The aim of this section is to compute this map. We first observe that the range of this map is contained in the -part of K .C r /. More generally:
Lemma 10.5. Let A be any -C -algebra. Let˛ W A ! C. / be a -equivariant -homomorphism and let˛W A Ì r ! C. / Ì be the induced -homomorphism. Then the range of the induced map˛
Proof. Since acts as the identity on K .C. / Ì / and
is a KK .C; C/-module map, for any x 2 KK .C. /; C/ it holds that
The result follows.
Let X be a Rips complex for which models E (see [32] ). Let is an isomorphism from the -part of KK .A; B/ to RKK .XI A; B/. On the other hand, X is H -equivariantly contractible for every finite subgroup H of . In other worlds C.X / is H -equivariantly homotopy equivalent to C for every finite H , equivalently, uW C ! C./ regarded as an element of KK H 0 .C; C.X // is invertible for every such H . Hence by [33] , p X .u/ is invertible. So u is invertible between the -parts of KK .C.X /; C/ and KK .C; C/.
in which all crossed-products are reduced, induces a long exact sequence of K-homology groups
Since all the K-homology groups in this sequence are isomorphic to their equivariant counterparts, we can view this, and prefer to do so, as an exact sequence of equivariant K-homology groups
The map KK .C.X /; C/ ! KK .C 0 .X /; C/ in this sequence will be denoted ' Š : it is the map on K-homology induced by the equivariant -homomorphism C 0 .X / ! C.X /, while the map KK .C. /; C/ ! KK .C.X /; C/ is the map r on equivariant K-homology induced by the restriction homomorphism rW C.X / ! C. X /. Now is an idempotent and all maps in this exact sequence are KK 0 .C; C/-module maps so commute with . It follows that, taking -parts, gives an exact sequence
Combining this sequence with the sequence (10.3), which maps to it, and applying the Five Lemma gives that actually acts as the identity on all the groups in (10.3). So (10.4) can be used in place of (10.3), as they are exactly the same sequence.
By Lemma 10.6 we can replace the middle term KK .C.X /; C/ in the sequence (10.4) by KK .C; C/. With this replacement, the map r is replaced by (the map induced on -parts by) i since r ı u D i . Exactly as in [11] one computes that the map ' Š becomes the map induced on -parts by the map KK .C; C/ ! KK .C 0 .X /; C/ of external product with the Euler class defined to be
where X 2 RKK 0 .X I C 0 .X /; C/ is the morphism which is induced by the diagonal embedding X ! X X . (See [11, Section 3] .)
Now if is torsion-free, then -since nX is compact and models B -we have KK .C 0 .X /; C/ Š K 0 .nX / Š K 0 .B/, and under this identification, the Euler class for is just the ordinary Euler characteristic of (an integer, equal to the Euler characteristic of B) multiplied by the class of a point in K-homology (see [11] ). So we can insert this into the sequence (10.3) in the torsion-free case. Finally, using the fact that acts as the identity on both KK .C 0 .X /; C/ and on KK .C. X /; C/, we obtain the following.
Theorem 10.7 (Gysin sequence for K-homology). Let be a torsion-free hyperbolic group. Then there is an exact sequence The results of this section show that, up to a cyclic summand, the K-homology of the reduced C -algebra of comes entirely from restricting -equivariant K-homology classes from the boundary.
Uniformly summable K-cycles over the reduced group C -algebra
Assume that is a regular and torsion-free hyperbolic group. Recall that every class in K 1 .C. X/ Ì / can be represented by an odd Fredholm module of the form . ; P`2
op .e/P`2 / for some projection e 2 C. X / Ì , and every class in K 1 .C. X / Ì / can be represented by a balanced even Fredholm module of the form . ; P`2 op .u/P`2 C .1 P`2 // for some unitary u 2 C. X / Ì . At the level of cycles, the map i on K-homology induced by i W C r ! C. / Ì merely restricts the representation of C. / Ì to the subalgebra C r . Thus we restrict the representation to C r . Then, as each .g/ commutes with P`2 , we can remove the degenerate summand .1 P`2 / `2.; L 2 . X; //. Note that the restriction of to the remaining summand P`2 `2.; L 2 . X; // D`2 is the regular representation . Thus, over C r the above Fredholm modules take the form .a/ WD . ; P`2 op .a/P`2 /;
where a is a projection or a unitary in C. X / Ì . If a is a projection or a unitary in A, where A is as in Theorem 9.5, thenˆ.a/ is D > -summable over the group algebra C.
Lemma 11.1. Let be regular and torsion-free, and A the smooth subalgebra of Theorem 9.5. Then every class in the image of the restriction map i W K .C. X / Ì / ! K .C r / is represented by a Fredholm module of the form OEˆ.a/ for some projection, respectively some unitary a 2 A. In particular, every class in i K .C r / has a representative which is D > -summable over C.
Combining Lemma 11.1 and Corollary 10.8, we obtain the following theorem. Theorem 11.2. Assume that is regular and torsion-free, and let A be the smooth subalgebra of Theorem 9.5. Then the following hold.
Every class in K 1 .C r / is of the form OEˆ.e/ for some projection e 2 A. In particular, every class in K 1 .C r / is represented by a Fredholm module which is D > -summable over C.
If ./ D 0, then every class in K 0 .C r / is of the form OEˆ.u/ for some unitary u 2 A. In particular, every class in K 0 .C r / is represented by a Fredholm module which is D > -summable over C.
If ./ 6 D 0, and r is a reduced -element, then every class in K 0 .C r / is of the form k r C OEˆ.u/ for some integer k and some unitary u 2 A. In particular, if r is represented by a Fredholm module which is p. r /-summable over C, then every class in K 0 .C r / is represented by a Fredholm module which is max¹p. r /; D > º-summable over C.
We now specialize Theorem 11.2 to four families of a-T-menable groups; note that D 1 for a-T-menable groups by [18] , so K .C r / D K .C r /.
11.1. Free groups. Let be a finitely generated free group of rank at least 2. Given any p > 2, every class in i K .C. / Ì / has a p-summable representative over C. On the other hand, the Julg-Valette model for the -element [21] is 1-summable over C, hence the same holds true for the reduced -element r . We conclude that C r has uniformly p-summable K-homology over C for every p > 2.
11.2. Real uniform lattices. Let be a torsion-free uniform lattice in SO.n; 1/. Then classes in i K .C. / Ì / are .n 1/ C -summable over C when n 4, respectively p-summable over C for every p > 2 when n D 2; 3.
If n is odd, then ./ D 0 so i K .C. / Ì / covers in fact all the K-homology of C r . On the other hand, but still in this odd case, Kasparov shows in [25] that the -element for SO.n; 1/ is represented by a Fredholm module in which the operator F is the phase of a degree-1 elliptic operator on the sphere S n 1 . Moreover, the unitary action of the group commutes with F modulo pseudodifferential operators of order 1 because the action is conformal (and so the operators F and gF g 1 have the same symbol). Hence the commutators OEg; F have singular values satisfying s k k 1=.n 1/ , that is, Kasparov's Fredholm module is .n 1/ C -summable over C. Finally, Kasparov's equivariant Fredholm module supplies a reduced -element, that is, the group representations involved are weakly contained in the regular representation, since they factor through representations of C.S 2n 1 / Ì , and acts amenably on S 2n 1 .
If n is even, we can make small adjustments to this argument. Note that the pull-back of the -element in KK SO.nC1;1/ 0 .C; C/ to an element of KK 0 .C; C/ under the inclusion SO.n; 1/ SO.n C 1; 1/ of as a closed subgroup of SO.n C 1; 1/, is the -element for . By Kasparov's constructions described in the previous paragraph, we have therefore a description of the -element for as a Fredholm module in which the group representations are weakly contained in the regular representation, and which is n C -summable over C. We obtain therefore a reduced -element with the same properties.
We conclude that the K-homology of C r is uniformly n C -summable over C when n 3, respectively p-summable over C for every p > 2 when n D 2.
11.3. Complex uniform lattices. Let be a torsion-free uniform lattice in SU.n; 1/. Then classes in i K .C. / Ì / are .2n/ C -summable over C. A model for the -element of SU.n; 1/ has been given by Julg and Kasparov in [20] . In this case, the method involves construction of an appropriate hypoelliptic operator on the contact manifold S 2n 1 (the contact structure is SU.n; 1/-invariant). Inspection of the article [20] reveals that the relevant commutators OEg; F are pseudodifferential operators in the class ‰ 1 H .S 2n 1 /, and it is well known that the singular values in this case satisfy s k k 1=.2n/ . We conclude that the K-homology of C r is uniformly .2n/ C -summable over C.
11.4. Small-cancellation groups. Let be a torsion-free group given by a finite presentation hS j Ri satisfying the C 0 .1=6/ small-cancellation condition. As a geometric model for we take the Cayley graph with respect to S , denoted .S /.
Firstly, let us point out an explicit estimate for the visual dimension of the boundary of .S/. Combining Fact 5.4 and Fact 5.8, we get the coarse estimate visdim .S / Ä 5ıe .S / Ä 5ı log.2jS j 1/;
where ı is the hyperbolicity constant of .S /. In a C 0 .1=6/ situation, it is possible to give a combinatorial estimate for ı, namely, ı Ä 3 max¹jrj W r 2 Rº by [15, Appendix, Theorem 36] . We thus get the explicit, though far from optimal, bound visdim .S / Ä 15 log.2jS j 1/ max¹jrj W r 2 Rº DW Ä.S j R/:
Secondly, let us argue that is regular, in the sense of Definition 8.1. As is torsion-free, the 2-complex defined by the C 0 .1=6/ presentation hS j Ri is aspherical. Hence we have ./ D 1 jS j C jRj, and has cohomological dimension at most 2. If cd D 1 then, by a well-known theorem of Stallings, is a free group, and this is a case we have already discussed. So let us assume that cd D 2. A theorem of Bestvina and Mess (see, e.g., [23, Theorem 6.5]) implies that .S / has topological dimension 1. We then have the following fact, due to Misha Kapovich (personal communication): Lemma 11.3. If is a hyperbolic group whose boundary has topological dimension 1, then is regular.
Proof. A result of Bonk and Kleiner [5] says that the boundary of a hyperbolic group contains a quasi-circle provided that the group is not virtually free. In particular, contains a topological circle. The proof is completed by the following general claim: if Z is a d -dimensional compact space containing a d -dimensional topological sphere S d , then Z admits a continuous self-map without fixed points.
To prove the claim, recall the following alternative definition of topological dimension: a compact space X has dimension at most n if and only if every continuous map X 0 ! S n , defined on a compact subset X 0 Â X can be continuously extended to the entire X . Applying this fact to the space Z and the identity map S d ! S d , we obtain a retraction W Z ! S d . The composition , where W S d ! S d is the antipodal involution, is clearly fixed-point free.
Thus meets the conditions of Theorem 1.6. It follows that the odd K-homology K 1 .C r / is uniformly p-summable over C for every p > Ä.S j R/, and that the same is true for the even K-homology K 0 .C r / provided that ./ D 0, i.e., has deficiency jS j jRj D 1.
